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It is difficult to explain the energy and
enthusiasm with which I have founded this
organisation. I think the main reason why I
have continuously pushed for this concept
and programme is best symbolised in
pictures.

This report will be full of them. 

What strikes me most is the eagerness of the
Kenyan pupils to learn and make use of this
digital exchange possibility. Dutch pupils are
also happy to learn from and with their
counterparts. 

They are truly engaged and enthusiastic to
make a positive change in their direct
learning- and living environments and that of
the pupils in their Sister Schools.

Note of the Director

Many volunteers from all over the world and with high qualifications are interested to give their time and
energy to this organisation. It is true that we are living in a global society, where value is not only measured
in money and in hard figures, but also by the positive impact an organisation makes on the lives of others. 
I am happily surprised and very much strengthened by the effort of the volunteers of the Sister Schools
Foundation and the board members who have helped to grow during this first year!

Julia Strijland, 
Director Sister Schools Foundation

Since 2018 Sarah Wanjira, my ‘sister' in Kenya and I have invested in developing
this concept and shaping the organization.

We have met in 2018 during a 'Training the Teachers', where I volunteered to
teach 21st Century Skills to teachers at the St. Elizabeth school in Nairobi,
Kahawa West. At the time, Sarah was the headmaster of this girls' boarding
school, where 30% of the students are supported by the school. 

St. Elizabeth is our first sister school in Kenya and I hope they will always stay
connected with us, although our ultimate goal for each school that we work with
is that they become independent of our support.



General Description

Sister Schools started as an official non-profit
organization on March 8, 2021, with ANBI status.

 Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, the digital
exchanges between the Kenyan and the Dutch
pupils have continued.
There has been a successful crowdfunding by
primary school  'De Verwondering' in
Monnickendam (revenue 3.000,- EURO).

Teacher trainings have taken place both off- and
online and Julia Strijland and Paul Enkelaar
(videographer) traveled to Kenya to visit the schools
(Nov-Dec 2021).

 They returned with beautiful photo and video
material, part of which can be seen in this report.

Equity & inclusion in education, worldwide; 

Lifelong learning & entrepreneurship; 

Citizenship education for peaceful, tolerant &

safe neighbourhoods. 

The board, advisors and volunteers work together
on:  

 In a dynamic, increasingly automated, digitized and complex world and under the influence of COVID, schools
around the world have begun to transform the way they teach. Schools have developed promising and
effective approaches that equip students with so-called 21st century skills.

The Sister Schools vision and strategy for learning and teaching is in line with this and with the Sustainable
Development Goals of the UN. In a digital working environment knowledge, experiences and views are
exchanged. 

Staff, volunteers, stakeholders and the board of Sister Schools are shaping a learning network organisation
that promotes educational innovation on a global scale. The shared dream of creating equal opportunities in
education and consequently combatting inequalities, is of vital importance for many children. 



Activities & Schools
So far, 5 secondary schools and 2 primary schools are involved in the project:

Berlage Lyceum, Amsterdam - Gidagadi, Gisambai (Vihiga District), St. Elizabeth & Highway (Nairobi)
Primary school de Verwondering, Monnickendam - St. Andrews (Mwingi)
Berlage Lyceum had indicated that they wanted to start an exchange programme with their 2nd graders
with schools in Peru & Costa Rica. We initiated it in cooperation with Cross Cultural Bridges, but
unfortunately because of Covid-19 this exchange hasn't been successful. 
We decided to first concentrate on establishing the programme in Kenya before expanding to other
countries.

A programme has been developed for 18 lessons per year, spread over 3 periods during a 2-year
programme for pupils in primary education (10-12 years) and secondary education (13-15). Trainings
for teachers and coordinators have been offered prior to each lesson block. The results have been
evaluated and taken into account in the further development of the Sister Schools approach. 

Simone Skovlod and Baran Basimi have written an advice for the organisation, based on their UvA
Course 'Learning and Innovation in Organisations - Bachelor year 3 Educational sciences & Minor
Lifelong Learning in a Changing Society'. 
Julia Strijland has written 5 reports for Sister Schools for the master studies: Management, Culture,
Change at NCOI; Organisational psychology, Organisational Structure, Change management,
Organisational Strategy and Personal Leadership. 

Paul Enkelaar (cameraman) & Julia Strijland travelled to Kenya in November & December. They have
visited the schools, which were already enrolled and other schools, who like to become part of the
network in the upcoming year.



Vision & Mission
Sister Schools mission and vision is in line with the UN
Sustainable Development Goals 4, 10 & 17. Through cooperation
and partnerships we offer access to quality (digital) education
and give equal opportunities for development to children
worldwide.

Key values
Respect for human rights, transparency in our financial &
organisational systems, open and investigative approach towards
innovation, compassion & empathy; inclusion & diversity.

Core activity
Sister Schools connects youth to boost positive change by
offering primary and secondary schools a two-year digital
educational exchange program for pupils in the age groups 10-12
years and 13-15 years.

Organise 'training the teachers' & 'training the volunteers'
Project development & support for local development projects around the schools
Supporting schools in the field of digitisation & building digital educational rooms

The development and implementation of a digital Sister Schools platform, with which pupils and
teachers can easily exchange materials and knowledge.
Set up local community projects for at least 8 secondary schools and 4 primary schools in Kenya;
projects that improve the living and learning environment of the pupils, supported by the sister schools in
the Netherlands. At ST. Andrews for example, we are working on a waterproject, supporting the purchase
of a watertank. 

80 connected schools divided over
4 continents, impacting
8500 pupils, working with
150 volunteers worldwide

Sub-activities:

Short-term goals (1 year):

Medium-term goal (2-5 years): to create a proof of concept for: 

We will design exit strategies, with which the communities and schools can carry out successful
development projects without the help of their sister schools.

Volunteers 
The volunteers are the strength of our organisation. Therefore in 2022 a volunteering policy will be written
and an on-boarding process developed. The volunteers are going to work in several intercultural teams. They
will get a teamleader and trainings, so that they can become self regulated units.
Because most of the work is digital, extra emphasis is given to the intercultural exchange moments in which
the human capital can become tangible.

Organisation
With little  resources the organisation grew based upon 100 % volunteering work. 
In total we have reached 800 pupils, divided over 7 schools and worked with 7 volunteers. Furthermore the
foundation of the organisation has been established.



Organisational Structure
The baobab tree, as an icon of the African continent and at the heart of many traditional African remedies
and folklore, symbolises the structure of the Sister Schools Foundation.
With a strong trunk there is plenty of support from the Digital Educational Exchange Platform (DEEP).

The MoMo Education programme will run in many different schools (the twigs of the tree) and is the
oxygen and the air for the pupils, who profit from this intercultural exchange programme. 
 
Native to the African savannah where the climate is extremely dry and arid, it is a symbol of life and
positivity in a landscape where little else can thrive. For the Sister Schools organisation it symbolises that
with relatively little means, the foundation will be able to make a huge impact on the lives of the people
involved.
Baobab trees grow in some of the driest, remotest and poorest parts of rural Africa. There is no such
thing as a baobab plantation; every tree is community or family owned and wild-harvested. The
communities around the schools, the sister schools commitments and the adaptable programmes, will
help even the poorest communities give their children access to quality education.

In fact, every part of the baobab tree is valuable - the bark can be turned into rope and clothing, the seeds
can be used to make cosmetic oils, the leaves are edible, the trunks can store water and the fruit is
extraordinarily rich in nutrients and antioxidants. 

As the organisation will continue to grow in the upcoming years, the several branches lead to several
continents, countries, regions, cities, villages and communities. Together with our partner organisations,
schools and sponsors Sister Schools is not planning to implement a programme and/or impose
interventions. We rather create a flexible learning network, in which we can react on the needs of the
schools and communities itself.

CONNECT -  COMMUNICATE -  COMMIT 
E d u c a t i o n  i s  n o t  o n l y  t h e  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  s c h o o l s  

I t  needs a global  digital  vi l lage to raise a 21st century chi ld



MARKETING

Ana BENDER

Zipporah MUNGAI

Monserrat GARDUNO

Hassan AHMED

Carole LEUZINGER

 

ICT

Collins LIDEDE

Mark JANSSEN

Collins RUTO

Victor OHANGA

 

In 2021 Sister Schools worked with a board of 3 volunteers and Julia Strijland (founder/director) in the
Netherlands. The foundation assisted Sarah Wanjira, the country manager in Kenya, to establish an
independent Trust organisation; Sister Schools Digital Educational Exchange.
Now (June 2022) we work together with 5 different teams and in total 33 volunteers from 9 different
countries.

FINANCE &
MANAGEMENT

Etienne SPIERTS

Jordy JOHANNES

Lais SANCHO

Esra BINRASHEED

Julia STRIJLAND

Sarah WANJIRA

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT

Zacchaeus AWINO 

Lynda SITUMA 

Yahya NATOOR

Sophia PEDRO

Elijah OLUOCH

Our Team

EDUCATION

Margot HARTEVELT

Cilia BORN

Marianne VERHALLEN

Esther MUNGAI

Phanuel ONDELE

BOARD NL

Sabine EGERAATS (Chair)

Margot HARTEVELT (Secretary)

Collins LIDEDE (Finance)

 

TRUSTEES
KENYA

Grace KAVINGUHA

Elijah OLUOCH

Joshua OMONDI 

Sarah WANJIRA

 

PROJECTS

Alia TAHER

Viola PREVOO

Emma HARTY

Marah KAREESH

Pretty TARWIREYI

Lilian VARUL



In Kenya & the Netherlands the founders have been leading
the organisation. They are both satisfied with a salary that is
substantially less than the standard. Since 2018 they have
invested their time in Sister Schools without compensation.

The other volunteers, who are responsible for the
coördination, the trainings, marketing, special projects &
educational material development, have also fully worked on
a voluntarily base.

The income of Sister Schools in 2021 has been dependent on
a one-off crowdfunding event and on the Dutch schools, who
paid for the programme. Paul Enkelaar donated his time and
energy in traveling for us to Kenya and creating beautiful
video materials.

The transfers to the Kenyan Trust Fund have been used to
equip the schools with digital devices and give them the
needed training and support. 

Financial Statement



Operating Results 2021



Looking Ahead

In the near future the organisation needs extra funding to generate sufficient income to cover the
costs and investments in the platform and the educational programme development. This also counts
for special projects the foundation initiates for the improvement of the living- and learning
circumstances of the pupils. 
It's also intended in 2022 to professionalise the administration & CRM systems of the organisation.

By 2025 we aim to connect 80 schools in 4 continents, impacting 8.500 students. We will invest half a
million euro in technology and interchange of students and teachers. World wide we will be working
together with 150 volunteers.



MoMo Education by Sister Schools Foundation
Together with our volunteers in 2022 a new brandname ‘MoMo Education by Sister Schoos
Foundation’ and brandlook has been created and integrated into a new website:
www.momoeducation.org.

Sister Schools apparently had wrong connotations, as if it was only for girls and/or that we were a
christian organisation. Since we are in favour of inclusion and diversity and think the multi
perspective of intercultural cooperation adds value to society, we decided to change our name to
MoMo Education by Sister Schools Foundation. 

A special thanks to Ana Bender, who helped us to reach this professional standards. 

MoMo is a book character of Michael Ende, tells great stories and helps children to find back the
time, which their parents seem to lack. They get guidance of a turtle. Sometimes you first need to
slow down before you can move forward. 

MoMo is easy to connect with and brings inspiration, hope and magical colour to a new generation.


